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Reinventing reading
for the smartphone
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Fresh perspective
on reading
— Team of writers, game developers
and UX experts determined to
change reading.
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— Niels was immersed in this
subject for years, before
founding Immer in April
2020 with Lennart.
— Now at 4 full-timers and
4 part-timers, hiring
developers.
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COMMUNICATION

PEOPLE & OPERATIONS

VIDEO

JUNIOR DEVELOPER

“Books are great,
but I never read them”
PROBLEM
— The book market shrinks. E-books do grow, but not
enough. Even Apple and Amazon can’t turn the tide.
— People value books deeply, but don’t act on it. Reading
loses out to newer storytelling media.
— Reading books hasn't evolved along with our modern lives.
SOLUTION
— Reinvent reading: Make it more attractive, engaging and
digestible. Take cues from games, social media, tness
trackers, meditation apps.
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— Use the ubiquitous, highly capable smartphone.

PRODUCT

All-in-one reading platform
— Integrated smartphone-native book reading:
— Easily discover great reads.
— Immerse yourself deeply in short bursts, get a better
understanding of what you’re reading.
— Develop your reading habit (further).
— Proprietary tech: Immer Semantic Engine converts any
e-book to custom format, ‘liberating’ text so we can build
innovations on top.
— Business model: All-you-can-read subscriptions
with premium in-app purchases.
— Distribution: Web presence for books and authors,
sharing/group features, paid user acquisition.

Watch the video about what we're building

RESULTS SO FAR

Dutch demo app
— iOS/Android MVP launched in The Netherlands in late 2020,
200 books from 10 publishers sold as in-app purchases.
— Lots of media attention, including App of the Day & Renew
the Book Innovation Award (50k).
— Scienti c proof with Radboud University Nijmegen: our
designs increase enjoyment and immersion.
— First readers, books sold, metrics:
— Net Promoter Score (NPS) EU 44 (“Good”).
— Paying customers read 5+ hours, 20+ sessions.
— 4.5% of readers convert to paying, average spending
€ 12.83 (1.4 books).
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— 15k downloads, 1.3k MAU at height of campaign.

“This reading app makes it easier
than ever to not just pick a book,
but spend time on it.”
– App of the Day @ Apple

“Immer applies the stories format
to books. They’re developing the
native experience for books on the
phone. I already enjoy tapping
through a book.”
– Alexander Klöpping @ Podcast
over Media

“Immer removes all barriers and
excuses around reading. Delicious
and addictive. A unique all-in-one
concept with enormous growth
potential.”
– Jury report @ Renew the Book
Innovation Award

Jobs to be done

INTEREST READING

READERS
— Phone natives: 20’s, 30’s, don’t read (a lot), need help
to get going. Use Immer to improve time on phone.
— Book natives: 50’s, 60’s, already buy books,
clear preferences. Use Immer to easily read
in more situations.
NEEDS

BOOK
NATIVES

— Interest reading: Comfort of familiar stories/topics,
‘who you are, what you know’. Use Immer to get
deeper immersion quickly.
— Aspirational reading: Challenge yourself with tough
subjects or high literature, ‘who you want to become’.
Use Immer to get a deeper understanding.

Deeper
immersion

More book
moments

Better phone
moments

Deeper
understanding

ASPIRATIONAL READING

PHONE
NATIVES

Watch the video about our next chapter

NEXT STEPS

Notes about the future
— New version of Dutch demo app with many more books
(connecting to CB logistics) before end of year.
— New app next year. Small steps internationally,
starting with crowdfunding campaign.
— Funding by 20 angel investors gives
runway well into 2022. Looking for more
funding to speed up development
capacity and global plans.
— NL/EU subsidies to experiment adapting app to help
children read more, and help authors and designers
create new kinds of stories with our tech.
— Good relationship with Dutch publishers. Want to learn
more about the European publisher landscape!

Get in touch
Niels ’t Hoo

CO-FOUNDER & CEO

niels@immer.app
+31 6 3486 1926

—
Short for ‘immersive’,
Dutch for ‘always’
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